
Training Course:
Advanced Facilitators Training

KIELCE, POLAND, 06-13.09.2021



What is it about
We believe that extremely important in working with young people are the
soft skills of youth workers, i.e. their personal, communication and social
skills, which make them able to diagnose the needs of young people and
choose appropriate methods. Another factor determining the effectiveness
of youth workers is their openness, flexibility and understanding of diversity. 

These are the features and skills that are worth developing and improving in
people who work with young people. The answer to these needs is training,
during which participants will develop and strengthen selected soft and
intercultural competencies, and will also have space to exchange
experiences. Strengthening these competencies will translate directly into
the quality and efficiency of their work, and thus will have a significant
impact on the development of young people.
A youth worker who is well prepared to work as a facilitator is able to guide
a group so that it achieves s/he intended goals, while taking care of the
development of each of its members.



The implementation of the project will strengthen the key competencies of youth workers
needed to work with young people.

Thanks to this, each organization will have the opportunity to learn about new methods of
working with young people, which will translate into the direct development of young people.
Additionally, each organization will have a chance to provide youth high-quality meetings and

training, even online. Modern tools will increase the attractiveness of meetings and improve the
assimilation of information. The added value will be to equip youth workers with the tools and
the competencies necessary to involve marginalized youth in the activities, which in turn will

increase the reach of recipients all organizations.

Methodology - overall



Regional Volunteer Center (Poland)      League of Youth Voluntary Service
(Belarus)      Academy of Success (Bulgaria)       Mittetulundusuhing Continuous

Action (Estonia)      MI HI For Training And Development (Egypt)      "MIHI"
(Latvia)      Youth Spirit Center (Jordan)      Gergart (Georgia)      Center of

Strategies for Youth Development (Romania)      Biderbost Boscan & Rochin SL
(Spain)      Association Youth Volunteers (Bosnia and Herzegovina)      Modern

Youth Public Union (Azerbaijan)      Armenian Progressive Youth NGO    
 (Armenia)      Associazione Informagiovani (Italy)

 

PARTNERS:



The project will bring together 28 youth workers from:
Poland, Belarus, Egypt, Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia,

Romania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Georgia, Jordan, Italy,
Armenia, Azerbaijan and Spain.

 

Dates: 06-13.09.2021
Venue: Ośrodek Wypoczynkowy Jodełka

Fee: 40 Euro*
Hosting Organization: Regional Volunteer Center

 
*Due to rising costs of project organising we have introduced a fee of 40EUR.

However, if you cannot contribute to the event by paying the fee, please let us know.  
We are not going to ask for the fee from participants who are not able to pay.

General
Information



Venue

"Ośrodek Wypoczynkowy Jodełka"
Address: Kielecka 3, 

26-010 Święta Katarzyna, POLAND
 

There will be double rooms, with a separate bathroom, full
board (3 meals a day) and all-day coffee service.

Details

Take a flight to Warsaw Chopin Airport, Cracow or
Katowice
Take a bus or train from there to Kielce
We're gathering in Kielce (the specific time will be given
soon). Private transport will be provided from Kielce to
the venue in Święta Katarzyna.

How to reach it

https://www.google.pl/maps/place/O%C5%9Brodek+Wypoczynkowy+Jode%C5%82ka/@50.9017234,20.8747692,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m8!3m7!1s0x471823cb64944e4b:0x4935a5f8b1052f47!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d50.9018261!4d20.8771853


Travel reimbursement

275€: Bulgaria, Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Romania,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Italy
360€: Egypt, Jordan, Georgia, Spain, Azerbaijan,
Armenia

It depends on the distance. The amounts are as follows:

The amount of reimbursement

Firstly, all the tickets you are buying on your own. After
the project, you will earn the reimbursement of money up
to the amount defined in the program (see below). You
can get the reimbursement for the public transport
(flights, trains, buses) in the basis of original tickets,
boarding passes (regarding the flights) and invoices. 



Profil of
participants

 YOUTH WORKERS

 AGE 18+

 COMMUNICATIVE IN ENGLISH

 GENDER BALANCE (50/50)

 WITH SOME EXPERIENCE IN
FACILITATING TRAININGS



Each participant will conduct a workshop on a choosen topic using non-formal methods with a
group of min. 10 people in their organization. Workshop participants will complete an evaluation

questionnaire on the quality and effectiveness of the workshop and the skills of the trainer.
This questionnaire will be prepared by trainers and standardized for all participants. It will take
place min. 4 weeks before the Training Course - thanks to this we will prepare an individual plan

for the development of key competencies for each participant. In addition, participants will
send us a recorded part of this workshops - carrying out one simple teambuilding exercise - this

task will be accurately described by the trainers and sent to the participants. The video
material will help prepare the trainers for the course and get to know the participants.

Preparatory task- workshops



Project 
Timeline

21.06 - 16.07.21
Selection of
participants 08.06.2021

DDL for conducting
workshops by participants

06.09 - 13.09.21
Training Course

UP TO 31.12.21
Dissemination

activities

UP TO 05.09.12
Preparation



REGISTER FORM

To register, fill
the form 

Till 16.07.2021

https://forms.gle/KmoJac7NPNSTWFFh9


Project
Checklist

These are action items to be accomplished
during all stages of the project

Reading the text chosen by trainers
(to provoke thought and debate on
the Training Course)

Facilitating any workshops for min. 10
people using methods of non-formal
learning

Preparing one activity (energiser,
teambuilding etc.) to present during
Toolfair

Preparing materials to present
participants' organizations

Training course in Poland: 6-13.09

Follow-up tasks and dissemination of
the project's results 



Your Trainers
Meet the people you'll work with

Michał Braun
Coordinator/Trainer

Poland
braun.michal@gmail.com

 
for 10 years involved in the work of non-governmental

organizations, he was EVS volunteer in Bolivia. He studied
European Studies at the University of Warsaw, he was also a

scholarship holder of Hadsten Hojskole and Charles University
in Prague, Czech Republic. He has conducted dozens of

trainings cooperating with many organizations in Poland, Great
Britain, Bulgaria, France, Romania and also for the National

Agents of Slovakia. Works as an evaluator of Erasmus + CBY
and AMIF projects for EACEA. He completed the training of
Amnesty International trainers and the international T-STEY

training course under the Youth in Action program.

Magdalena Gwóźdź
Trainer
Poland

magdalenagwozdz3@gmail.com
 

a trainer who has been working in the
Third Sector for many years - for several

years in the Wiosna Association, and
currently as a vice-president of the

Regional Volunteer Center. 
A graduate of the School of Trainers of
the Jagiellonian University in Kraków 

Ben Holland
Trainer

United Kingdom 
ben.erasmusplus@gmail.com

 
Originally from Blackpool in the UK, he’s now based in Lublin,

Poland. He’s been working with Momentum World (London) for many
years as a lead trainer on many international projects with Erasmus

+ and his international youth work started nearly 2 decades ago
when he went to Poland on his first youth exchange and since then

has been involved in many projects – first as a participant, volunteer,
youth leader, EVS/ESC coordinator and now trainer. He has

conducted 40+ different trainings as part of Erasmus + including
cooperation with the National agencies of UK, Bulgaria, Germany

and Belgium. He is also part of the training pool and trainer advisor
for the international EuroPeers network steering group. 

mailto:braun.michal@gmail.com
mailto:magdalenagwozdz3@gmail.com
mailto:magdalenagwozdz3@gmail.com
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Do you have any questions? 
Feel free to reach out!

partnership@centrumwolontariatu.eu

Marika Prucnal
Contact person 

mailto:partnership@centrumwolontariatu.eu


See You!


